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Hockey Section AGM Minutes 

Wednesday 13th May 2015 

Reading Hockey Club – Thames Suite 

 

The Annual General Meeting of the Hockey Section of Reading Cricket & Hockey was held 

on Wednesday 13th May 2015 at 8:00pm in the Clubhouse at Sonning Lane.   

Present 

Tim Mann 
Philippa Sanders 
Liz Spencer 
Charles Lowe 
Judith Barton 
Steve Twigge 
Nick Barton 
Tim Hamilton 
Sam Howells  
Sarah Rooke 
Peter Carter 

Bev Thompson 
Jo Newman 
Sue Newman 
Anna Ringrow 
Lucy Scott 
Mark Mundell 
Tony Tucker 
Rob Farrow 
Trina Noyes 
Richard Dixon  
 

Peter Sherrell 
David Wright 
Chris Miller 
Fran Harvey 
Alys Richards 
Jane Chamberlin 
Tony Alexander  
Nick Hooper  
Hugh Wilcock 
Laura ? 

 

Apologies 

Geoff Ash 
Rachel Mann 
Chris Dench 
Simon Rooke 

Chris Newman 
Chris Cookman 
Phil Bastion 
Barry Jukes 

Peter Roseff 
Brian Bush 
Blanche Maslen 

 

Opening Comments 

The AGM was chaired by Tim Mann, RHC Chairman.  Tim welcomed everybody to the 

meeting which was well attended.  An attendance record and apologies for absence were 

taken.   

The AGM agenda and a number of papers were circulated to members ahead of the 

meeting.  The 2014/15 season AGM minutes were accepted (proposed by Liz Spencer and 

seconded by Laura?) and signed by the Chairman as a true record of the meeting.   

Reports were presented to the meeting in a slide presentation and as per the meeting 

agenda: 

1. Apologies for Absence 

2. Previous Minutes/Matters Arising 

3. Chairman’s Report 

4. Finance Report 
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5. Playing Reports 

6. GARC Report 

7. Election of Officers 

8. Proposals for Vice Presidents  

9. Any Other Business 

The slide presentation is appended to the minutes. 

Chairman’s Report 

The Chairman presented an overview of the 2014/15 season focussing on three key 

messages: 

1. A reasonable season - 7 out of 10 on and off the pitch (by RHC standards);  

2. A medium term aim (2-3 year horizon) is to provide the best playing environments for 

our sides by investing in pitches and coaches; and  

3. More help required from Members to operate smoothly and to plan ahead sensibly. 

The Chairman thanked and paid special tribute to John Tovey who had passed away.  John 

had made a very kind bequest to the Club. 

It had reluctantly been decided not to run the Real Ale and Jazz for the foreseeable future, 

as the income had dropped with more competition in the centre of Reading, and expenses 

had steadily risen over the years.  Other fundraising efforts would be required. 

The Chairman thanked the Committee and all those who had given their commitment to the 

Club, without whom the Club could not operate.  Special thanks were given to Jo and Sue 

Newman.  The Chairman urged others to step forward to help.   

The Chairman’s report is attached.   

Finance Report 

The Finance Report (within the slide presentation), which included a proposal for changes to 

annual subscriptions and match fees, was presented to members by Steve Twigge.  The key 

points are summarised below: 

 A small operating surplus was achieved in line with budget. 

 Member Subscriptions, the single most notable revenue item for the club, continue to 

increase year on year. The collection of subs through the Pitchero website has made 

paying subs easier and administering the membership database more efficient.  The 

2.9% commission cost is more than offset by increased income.  [Fran Harvey queried 

this fee as being high.  Liz Spencer responded, stating that the new system was much 

more efficient.  However, this could be raised with Pitchero at a forthcoming meeting]. 

 Bar and catering have underperformed, generating a margin of only 27% (target = 50%). 

 Playing costs, the largest controllable budget spend, have been well controlled. 

 Pitch lettings continue to be an important income stream. 
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 Positive cash generation has enabled funds to be transferred to the Asset Replacement 

Fund, which currently stands at £92k. 

A conservative budget has been set for the coming year, based on 2014/15 experience. 

Whilst there would be opportunity to exceed the budget targets, there were also risks to be 

managed including adjustments to FMU charges (see below). 

It would be important to address the repayment of GARC investors at the earliest opportunity 

to enable the Club to own the both pitches and plan for income to cover two carpet 

replacement cycles. 

A summer hockey festival was being considered to replace the RAAJ income stream. 

A restructure of subscriptions and match fees, based on the principle ‘the more you play, the 

more you pay’, was presented but Judith Barton. 

Following a brief discussion on the subscriptions, the Finance Report (including subs/match 

fee proposals) was accepted by the meeting (adoption proposed by Steve Twigge and 

seconded by Charlie Lowe).  The Chairman thanked Steve Twigge for his contribution over 

the year. 

FMU Costs – The Chairman explained the proposal by the Cricket section to review the 

FMU share which would result in the Hockey section contributing a great share of the FMU 

cost (a change from 66%:33% to 80%:20%, as outline on the presentation slides).  The 

Hockey Committee had given much consideration to the matter but thought that a 75%:25% 

share would be more appropriate. 

Tony Tucker and Charles Lowe provided further context and background to the proposal.  

Peter Carter noted that unfortunately, big beneficiaries are no longer interested in local sport. 

The Chairman thanked Members for their comments and would continue the discussion 

through General Committee. 

Playing Reports (Men, Ladies and Colts) 

The Playing Reports (see slide presentation) were given by Rob Farrow, Nick Barton, Judith 

Barton and Liz Spencer.  The season’s highlights and challenges included: 

 Retained the London League Club of the Year (Men) 

  

 Another successful year for the Veterans teams – Over 50’s EH Cup winners 

 Mixed results for the Ladies teams – promotion for the 4thXI 

 Proposal re-structure the Ladies playing group leadership with an increased contribution 

from members within the teams 

 Mixed team enjoying a good EH Cup run – currently in quarter final 

 A thriving Colts section with over 500 colts (Sunday morning pitch space is a 

challenge!), but... large number of U14 girls and few U16 boys - the challenge is to 

encourage more boys to play 
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 Girls’ U16 - EH Cup bronze medal. 

 9 NAGs player this season 

 The number of boys and girls now playing senior hockey continued to increase and both 

boys and girls U18 are now playing in the 1st XI squads 

 Coaching Camps reinvigorated.  

Many people had work tirelessly throughout the year; thanks go to all, including: 

 Sue Newman – awarded the Holt Cup for her significant contribution over the years; 

 Jo Newman for an excellent job on pitch allocations/bookings; 

 The coaching and management teams of all playing groups (men, ladies and colts).   

 Young leaders, led by Olly Brown, supporting the Colts and sustaining the future of our 

Club; 

 Umpire co-ordinator, Chris Withers 

Nick Hooper gave special thanks to Judith Barton for all her hard work, dedication and 

leadership in making the Colts section such a great success.  

Adoption of Reports 

Chairman Tim thanked all for their hard work throughout the season and for the reports, 

which were unanimously adopted by the meeting. 

GARC Report 

Nick Hooper presented the GARC report (the company set up to deliver the SLS pitch).  This 

was well received by the meeting and there were no questions from the floor. 

Nick outlined how GARC has come into to being and its role in delivering the SLS pitch.  

GARC was also now fulfilling an important role in helping to manage the Club’s CASC 

status.  The generation of cash was now paramount to payback the investors. 

Nick thanked Tim and Rachel Man for their generous donation of the ‘Hungry Hut’; this had 

proved to provide a good income stream, generating some £5k to date. 

Peter Sherrell was also thanked for maintaining sound financial control.   

Election of Officers 

It was reported that Philippa Sanders was standing down from the role of Hockey Secretary.  

Tim thanked Philippa for all her work over the years in this role. 

The following were proposed as members of the 2015-16 Hockey Section Committee: 

Role Nomination 
Chairman 
Vice Chairman (1) 
Vice Chairman (2) 
Treasurer 
Secretary 

Tim Mann  
Nick Barton  
Liz Spencer 
Vacant (Steve Twigge to continue until replacement found) 
Karen Dixon 
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Ladies’ Club Captain 
Men's Club Captain 
Performance Captain 
Vets Captain 
Colts Club Captain 
Welfare Officer 
Functions, Bar, Catering 
Commercial Activities 

Rachel Mann 
Sam Howells / Rob Farrow 
Vacant 
Nick Barton 
Judith Barton 
Simon and Sarah Rooke 
Phil Bastian (Bar) 
Richard Dixon 

 

The Committee was unanimously elected (proposed by Charles Lowe and seconded by Bev 

Thompson).  The meeting agreed that the Committee should appoint to the vacant roles 

once a suitable candidate had come forward. 

Vice-Presidents 

The meeting nominated Tim Codling, Alex Danson and Roger Wall to be carried forward as 

proposed Vice-Presidents at the Reading Cricket & Hockey Club AGM in October 2015 

(proposed by Nick Barton and seconded by Sue Newman) 

AOB  

None 

All business being concluded the meeting closed at 9.45pm. 

 

Signed By: ___________________     Chairman 

 

Date:   ___________________       
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Hockey AGM – Wednesday 13th May 2015 

Reading Hockey Club – Thames Suite 

Chairman’s Report 

Good evening and thank you again for coming to the section AGM.  I’m going to speak for a 

few minutes and give your my perspective on the season just closing and the one about to 

start. 

Just in case you find your attention wandering I thought that I would give you the three key 

messages on a page: 

Firstly this season was reasonable and I rate it as 7 out of 10 on and off the pitch.   

Secondly our medium term (by that I mean 2-3 year horizon) is to provide the best playing 

environments for our sides by investing in pitches and coaches.   

Thirdly the section needs more help to operate smoothly and to plan ahead sensibly. 

Let me expand on those headline messages.  Just 7 out of 10 sounds a bit downbeat when 

you hear later on in the meeting about the playing success and our financial performance.  I 

enjoyed watching the Ladies 1st XI play really well in the Investec league play offs, achieving 

third place; seeing the Mens 1st XI winning the Now: Pensions Knock Out cup and observing 

the Veterans sides dominate their leagues.  Plenty of other clubs would be thrilled and rate 

this season as an amazing 9 or 10.  You’ll hear more about the playing results later on in the 

meeting. 

However we enjoy the highest possible standards in English Hockey, and I felt that this 

season we weren’t as successful as other seasons when we have dominated all leagues 

and been close to winning lots of titles.  In mitigation of course, we have seen a considerable 

amount of transition in both players and coaches at all levels, and I would contend that the 

second half of the season we started to demonstrate our true capability at all levels.  

Meanwhile off the field we have managed to largely negotiate the season without major 

incident, and my personal thanks to the Section Committee for their tireless efforts.  It’s time 

to thank Sue and Jo Newman also for all that they have done and continue to do for Reading 

Hockey Club, it is so appreciated, even if we don’t say so often enough. It’s pleasing to be 

able to add to our reserves, as we will see in the Finance report, and the long term financial 

position looks more optimistic than at previous AGMs.   

However there have been moments along the way when our administration hasn’t worked as 

well as it should, and we have a new threat emerging with the change in Community 

Amateur Sports Club (CASC) rulings from HMRC.  We have new limits on third party income 

and total costs of participation which means that we need to decide on our view by 31st 

March 2016.  There has been good progress in our use of technology and we have 

implemented a new system called Pitchero to support a number of the membership services 
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and this is proving very successful – you may have noticed that the web site is powered by 

this technology now. 

Turning to the second point now, in order to attract and retain the best players we need to 

invest in pitches and coaches – it’s been a successful approach so far and it feels even more 

relevant for the next 2-3 years, as our sport subtly changes.  We can see our rivals are 

developing their offers at all levels and we will need to develop ours accordingly: it is based 

on having superb playing and coaching facilities, allied to a great club ethos.  This will 

require a concentration of our available funding into playing expenses and asset 

replacement and you will hear more about the opportunities within the Finance and GARC 

sections later.  

Those in the audience with long memories will recall that we moved to Sonning Lane in 1986 

and three years later we laid our first water based astro, which was a test surface for the 

then forthcoming Barcelona Olympics. Since then we have replaced the water based surface 

in 2001 and have laid an additional sand filled pitch in 2010.    

So some 25 years after the original installation, you should have all noticed the new water 

based surface that we put down last year, thanks to the hard work of the membership in 

terms of fund raising and also the skilful negotiation of Chris Davey and Neil Boddington.  I 

hope that you have had a chance to play on it, I have and I found it very enjoyable but 

unforgiving of poor technique!  

You might have also have noticed the new “London” goals that are used for matches.  We 

were able to buy them with support from a bequest of one of our former trustees, John 

Tovey.  He was President of the club between 1977 and 1983, playing both sports to Minor 

County and County level. John sadly passed away last May, but his generous donation of 

£2,000 which he left to be shared between the sections, meant we were able to buy new 

goalposts. I think that he would have been pleased with this investment and we thank him 

and remember him for it. 

Thirdly the sustainability of the Club is entirely dependent on the teams of volunteers drawn 

from the membership and supporters, all of whom give up their time freely and generously.  I 

remain amazed by their achievements; from ensuring top quality playing surfaces over a 

quarter of a century; fielding 7 Ladies’ and 11 Men’s teams on a Saturday; coaching over 

500 colts on a Sunday; developing the next generation of club officials through the Young 

Leaders programme; to running funding raising events throughout the season.   

Of course we reluctantly decided not to run the Real Ale and Jazz for the foreseeable future, 

as the income had dropped with more competition in the centre of the city, and expenses 

had steadily risen over the years.  Despite the hard work of the committee, we only made a 

very small profit in 2014, and the decision to cancel future events was both practical and 

regrettable.  The membership however, has taken to the new fund raising strategy of smaller 

events with no downside, extremely well with bag packing, Race nights and Award dinners 

adding to this season’s revenue line.  As you will see in the Election of Officers section we 

do have a number of gaps in the section committee and I am looking for volunteers to lean in 

and help out the existing committee members.  I can guarantee that it will be interesting and 
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you will learn something about our sport and our club.  Please consider the vacancies when 

we get to that section, or alternatively help the Club to recruit one of your contacts.  We have 

high standards off the pitch too, and as before we haven’t been able to run the section as 

smoothly and start to plan 4-5 years ahead as we would like, largely as a result of the 

current workload.  This can be easily remedied by acquiring some more volunteers into the 

section committee. 

Finally over the summer, we will be playing some summer hockey and planning for the next 

campaign.  Personally I will be focusing on recruiting new members to the Section 

Committee, the FMU costs and the GARC repayment, both of which are covered in a few 

moments.   

In amongst all this activity, I do like to remind everyone that we are here to play hockey with 

our aim:  One shirt; One club.  

Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for your attention. 

 

Tim Mann 

Hockey Section Chairman 

 

 

 

 

 


